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Harding University • Searcy, Arkansas 
Student Lectureship to build on revival spirit 
by Allison Rector 
Bleon ellitl wrlltr 
"Parables of Jesus: Earthly Stories 
with a Heavenly Challenge" is the theme 
of the annual student lectureship to 
begin this Sunday and continue through 
Wednesday, February L 
For several years, the spiritual life 
committee has convened during the fall 
semester to select a theme and speakers. 
Tim Westbrook and Faith Ort, 
chairpersons of the committee for 1994-
95, organized this year's program. "We 
chose this theme because of its 
broadness and diversity," Westbrook 
said. "This way, each speaker can form 
his or her own ideas and goals. We feel 
this will personalize the lectures more." 
This year's lectureship is being led 
by seven women and 15 men who will 
be presenting lessons at various times. 
According to Westbrook, each day's 
chapel will be different. On Monday, 
the student body will all be together. 
Then on Tuesday, the men and women 
will separate for their own chapel 
assemblies, and on Wednesday, the 
international students will hold their 
own chapel while everyone else 
assembles in the Benson Auditorium. 
Both the committee members and 
the students presenting lectures 
expressed hope that the recent gospel 
meeting by Jimmy Allen and this 
lectureship will correlate well, 
continuing the · sense of "revival" on 
campus. "I'm positive that the two can 
work together, and that we can build on 
what has already been started, but from 
a little different perspective," Westbrook 
said. "It is important for each of us to 
be concerned about spiritual 
development all semester long. These 
two lectures are only the sparks that 
light the fire." 
Beth Ann Fox, a junior elementary 
education major and one of the speakers, 
said, "I want people to support this as 
well as they did the meeting with Jimmy 
Allen, and it is my hope that everyone 
will pray for the success of the lectureship 
as they did for the revival. We need to 
work and keep the revival going. This 
will be a key factor ." 
Tonight, an all-night prayer session 
will be held in Shores chapel from 
midnight until 5 a.m., with each dorm 
having a 30-minute time designated. 
Bonnie Gant, a senior psychology major 
and coordinator of the prayer session, 
said, "This whole week has had an 
emphasis on prayer - prayer for the 
lectureship, prayer for the speakers and 
prayer for the people who are 
'-"=>i ~ 
Ftnlsblng tbe details. Ty Christopher, jim Miller and Curt Massie confer about plans for" the Student 
Lectureship. Committee members spent hours of thought and prayer in preparation for fhis year's lectureship, 
entitled, "Parables of jesus: Earthly stories with a Heavenly Challenge." Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
rededicating their lives to Christ. 
Tonight's prayer session is a way to 
continue the emphasis. It is a way to say 
'prayer works,' and it is what will make 
the lectureship go well ." 
The spiritual life committee has also 
targeted the community with the 
message concerning the lectureship. 
"Flyers have been posted around town, 
and we are working on getting an 
advertisement on the radio to make the 
community more aware of this. We 
want to reach out beyond the Harding 
campus," Westbrook said. 
Speakers for the four-day lectureship 
are as follows: Tim Westbrook, Nathan 
Randolph, Danny Matthews, Anessa 
Westbrook, Curt Massie, Faith Ort, Kelly 
Montgomery, Tquan Moore,jessica Pel!, 
Carter Davis, Bonnie Gant, Luke Smith, 
Tae Paden, Chad Weems, Chris Phillips, 
Shane Gage, Leoncio Dominguez, Amy 
Conner, Brian Baker, Beth Ann Fox, 
Jonathan Himes and Nathan Mellor. 
New service project to aid war-torn Croatia 
by Kathryn George 
and Cheryl Hissong 
S.A. President Nathan Mellor 
announced this week that the S.A. is 
sponsoring a new spring service project. 
"Cows for Croatia," a project brought to 
Harding's S.A. by Manna International, 
is designed to involve church-related 
colleges in the United States in a fund-
raising effort to help replenish the 
ravaged economy of a war-torn country. 
According to Mellor, during the strife 
within Croatia, various relief efforts have 
provided food, medicine and other 
supplies for the people there. However, 
towns like Dubrovnik and Dauravar are 
in desperate need of help in picking up 
the pieces and starting over. 
Dubrovnik is entirely dependent on 
its dairy operations for survival. Without 
this resource, citizens cannot provide 
for themselves, and are left with too 
much time to think about the fighting. 
"Our goal is to try to get the people 
back to work. There is a real concern 
that, if the people don't have work, they 
may go back to war," Mellor said. "By 
restoring the dairy farms in Dubrovnik, 
we are giving the people something 
else to do besides be at war. We are 
trying to both stabilize the economy 
and help prevent further conflict." 
The cows, to be bought in western 
Europe, cost $800 each or $550 for each 
calf. Participating colleges will compete 
to raise the money needed. Each cow 
purchased by a school will be branded 
with the school insignia, named by the 
school, and have its picture mounted 
on a plaque for the school. 
The school with the most unusual 
fund-raising project and the most media 
coverage will have one "bonus calf" 
added to the number of cows its students 
purchase. 
In addition, Manna International will 
send two students from the winning 
school to Croatia to work directly with 
local relief efforts during the summer of 
1995. So much of the country has been 
destroyed during the war, Mellor said, 
and cities like Dauravar, which suffered 
the loss of approximately 98 percent of 
the city, must practically start over. 
Students who go to Croatia will help in 
the much-needed rebuilding efforts. 
The S.A. is starting its fund-raising 
efforts by asking every student to save 
$1 each week for three weeks, at which 
time the S.A. will collect the money. 
Mellor said that a chapel announcement 
will be made to let students know how 
to tum in their donations. 
Other activities are being considered 
and developed, Mellor said, that will 
include the sale of cow bells and cookies, 
a "cow chip toss" and "cow walk," and 
a very special "Cow Day." Mellor said 
the S.A. is encouraging students to be 
creative and suggest other ideas as well. 
"Clubs, churches and other groups 
can even 'buy a cow' and name it 
themselves," Mellor said. "The project 
sounds fun and useful. And the need is 
very real and urgent," he added. 
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ffiJ TPAKINGfi d . d d . . . h d ay or rea zng promotes gree , zmznzs es true rewar 
a Closer Look 
Unselfish acts are becoming extremely rare in our 
society. Individualism has advanced to the point that 
obligation and responsibility to fellow humans are practically 
nonexistent. Occasionally, there are stories of one person 
dying in an attempt to rescue another person, but these 
stories are so infrequent that they usually make the national 
news. Even random acts of kindness have been taken out of 
the realm of the truly unselfish act and placed in the 
commercialized world of formulas for happiness. We live in 
a world which demands payment for services rendered. 
Paying youths to read books motivates them by pure 
and simple greed. It tells the kids, "Yes, this may be slightly 
boring, butif you'll stick it out, we'll give you what you really 
want- money!" Society is already doing a wonderful job of 
teaching the wonders of materialism to children; is it really 
necessary for our government to do the same? 
Paying for book-reading also negates the rewards that 
are inherent in finishing a good piece of literature. When a 
child is reading simply because he or she is being paid to do 
so, chances are that child will not view the experience as an 
exercise in expanding his or her horizons, but will view it as 
a task to be finished as soon as possible. For example, you 
seldom hear students in a high school English class singing 
the praises ofRetum of the Native and begging their teacher 
to let them read another piece of classic literature. More 
often you will hear of the students moaning, groaning and 
rolling their eyes. It is human nature to dislike almost 
anything we are coerced into doing. 
Gingrich is hoping to fund the program through a national 
charitable organization. The program is already operating in 
18 states, but is struggling to stay afloat fmancially. Unless 
Gingrich can prove that this program has produced dramatic 
results in the lives of children across the country, it seems 
unlikely anyone will be willing to fund it. And since he is 
adamantly opposed to expanding government, he will surely 
not be able to go to Congress for help. 
Even if Gingrich finds support, who will determine what 
books will be accepted and paid for? Will reading material 
come from a selected reading list, or will children be allowed 
to read a book on any subject they choose? Can any child, 
even one whose parents make a triple-digit armual salary, 
qualify for the program? These are just three simple 
questions among the many that would have to be answered 
before this plan could be put into place. Once guidelines 
were set, policing the children involved in this program 
would be as monumental a task as monitoring the welfare 
system. And Newt, of all people, should agree - that is no 
easy job. 
How our country has degenerated to this state is too 
complex a process to be blamed on a single segment of the 
population, but one thing is certain - our government 
leaders are not improving the situation. 
Newt Gingrich is currently working on a program that 
would pay youths to read books during the summer. On the 
surface, that may seem like a good way to motivate kids to 
perform an act that, although very beneficial, is not always 
exciting. But when you look deeper at the message that such 
a program sends to children, it seems amazing that anyone 
would espouse such an idea. 
Not only does this plan for paying children to read books 
fail in principle by teaching false values and painting a 
negative picture of reading, but it also fails in execution. tde 
ffi]jFAO!\li the Issues Should silence be mandated? 
Requited moments of silence are harmless Prayer and meditation cannot be mandated 
by Tamara Phillips 
Bison stall writer 
Quick. Pop quiz. 
At issue is whether a mandatory moment of 
silence should be allowed in public schools. This 
wasjustpassedbytheArkansasStatel.egislature. 
Of course, people on both sides of the issue are 
in an uproar. What do you think? 
Think hard; either answer will put you in a 
negative light in someone's mind. A "no" could 
cause your Christianity to be under suspicion. 
And only a raging liberal would try to integrate 
school and religion, right? I am not so sure. 
When I first heard the issue, I had very 
defmite opinions. I thought they were based not 
only on logical reasoning, but on my Christian 
faith, as well. 
However, the more I thought, the more 
jumbled my thoughts became. Eventually, I still 
came to the same conclusion, but forvery different 
reasons. 
My frrst instinct was to say it was a great 
idea, because it would be a time for Christian 
students to pray during school. It would also 
solve many problems for people in favor of prayer 
in school. Then again, who can stop a child, or 
anyone, from praying any time he or she wants. 
I remember quite a few talks with God during 
class. Not only was I allowed to pray, but no one 
even knew I was doing it. I don't think kids have 
to have a specific time set aside for prayer. They 
ought to be able to look into their hearts and 
know when it is right for them to pray. 
My heart was torn between wanting the 
religion on which our country was founded 
brought back into the classroom, and the 
realization of what that would mean. Freedom of 
religion is like freedom of speech. To claim the 
right for yourself, you have to give the same rights 
to others. This includes what you personally 
don't agree with. 
Bringing in my religion takes away any 
possibility of stopping the other "religions" that 
are already being taught there. Our children are 
learning the basics of humanism, earth worship 
and evolutionist theory, along with spelling and 
science, every day. I can't force them to pull out =by~J=u-7-d'::le:....:O=:,'-:-f=a,_,rr=e.:.:.ll ________ _ 
their ideas if I am trying to put my beliefs in the Bison stall writer 
classroom. "Good morning, Mrs. Wray." 
Then I took another look at the wording: "a These words poured out of my mouth in 
mandatory moment of silence." Look at that, not perfect unison with 28 other high-pitched voices 
a single word about prayer at all, just silence. every morning for nine months. By the end of 
This is not a religious question at all. It Is not the first grade, I never felt like wishing Mrs. Wray a 
unrighteous who say "no." and only the godly good morning. 
men who say "yes." It seems that people have lost This memory illustrates a principle that has 
sight of the real meaning. I know I did. colored my opinion on a mandatory minute of 
I realize that it is quite drastic to take silence. Proponents of this issue fall into two 
religion out of any situation, but I truly believe categories: those who believe that silence builds 
this case calls for it. When I asked my friends for character and those who believe that silence 
their opinion on the issue, ,, ,, ,, P , , promotes prayer. These 
manyrepliedwiththenormal . , ... ,, ·. ··. ,, : ~ opinions, while well-
argument of trying to {* ''Des •: v ; a f . Intended, are based on 
mandate religion. Although v .. 1 '< \gt}~, ,;<. or; fallacies.lbelievethatforced 
I agree with that argument. I .; ;;. , ' . M; , ::, . silence has more potential to 
don't think that it is the real If ., ,, . peace i' ~. ". ~· .'1 break down character and 
issueFrankly. myschoolhact ~. 'C the)inorrtent of~:~ spirits~:t~~ b~~!Jh~~~u. 
mandatory silence all day "' ~· ··· · ~ .. • ' , /' who drafted Georgia's man-
long. And I can't Imagine a '~ " ~SJlenc~ lS' ,.;' 'v . datory silence bill, stated his 
teacher-Christianorathelst : t; . . · "'·" r' M ·" ' >t casetoNewsweek: "We have 
-being.againstalittlepeace ,~ , :P:~stined·· fqf' ..,·· ,.1~ yo~ng people drifting into 
and qmet. If all teachers and . ..~. ,.. ,, . .,, hemous crimes. . . Young 
legislatorswantisamoment ·" <> fumU:lt l1 '' ··t peopleneedtocommunicate 
of silence, and they can get -.~. N · - · ' J' . vqJt with their inner compass." 
the students to abide by it. I , ·· " ,'' This point succeeds in 
say, "Go for it." · , . . , ~~ . principle. Obviously, if all 
No on: sa~s the s~ence ·· . . :· r by;t\NeU Hanco61(t y~ung pe?pl: "communicat~ 
has to be for anythmg - · n • ,.., ..;· '>I £· • ,~ . .. . >'B With therr mner compass 
prayer, day-dreaming about ·· ~· . , , Nf!;Wsw~e~ c (i.e., listen to their con-
the kid sitting next to you, or [ .~ ' 1;.- "' ' sciences), the nation's teen 
even counting the ceiling ~ " " J crime rate will decrease. 
tiles. They are just asking for a time for However, the point fails in execution. 
introspection, or for whatever the child decides. Does 60 seconds of quiet constitute 
I am not saying I believe that every pupil will compass-to-studentcommunication? Several of 
earnestly strive to improve themselves during my friends answered "no." They were made to 
this time. In fact, I highly doubt it. observe this silent minute In their high schools, 
I do think every kid could sometimes use a and all of them said that most students used the 
break from long division and the causes of World time to do homework or to write letters to friends. 
War II. Whether it be to ponder the questions of But. proponents may refute, what about 
the universe or to decide who they will sit beside those two model students who choose to meditate? 
during lunch, a "moment of silence" shouldn't do Again, the problem Is in execution. Little Jinrrny 
too much damage. rushes into the classroom in time to slam into his 
seat before the tardy bell. He listens attentively 
for the beep over the intercom that signals a 
reflective moment to begin; he waits patiently for 
another beep and the rustle of continued activity 
that signals Its conclusion. As editorialist Paul 
Greenberg presented his case in the ArlcWJSas 
Democrat Gazette, "'One, two, three, Reflect I'" 
Acharacter-buildingexercise? I doubt it. A 
character-stripping exercise? I think so. 
But what if they pray, you may ask. Hence, 
the second major argumentformandatory silence. 
South Carolina state representative Becky 
Meachem told the New Yorlc Times, "It's a good 
way for them to start the day, to remind themselves 
they do report to a higher authority." 
This time, the principle itself Is faulty. 
Meachem and her supporters have forgotten one 
major component of meaningful prayer - a 
person's will. She is under the illusion that, by 
making students be quiet and hoping they will 
bow their heads, she has watered the seedlings of 
spiritual growth. 
However, spiritual growth, as God mandated 
u; Is not mandated at all. Meachem and her 
supporters have forgotten that the spirit only 
grows when a person chooses to be close to God. 
By taking away the choices, laws can void 
meditation and prayer of their meaning. 
I know that Meachem and her supporters 
have a noble dream - to arm young people with 
character and spirit. But lawmakers cannot 
regiment character, nor can they mandate 
spirituality. They can, however, find hope in the 
subtle triumphs of character and spirit that God 
makes possible. 
For instance, a little boy at my church was 
continually kept in class during recess. His 
parents called a conference with the teacher, who 
told them that the boy had a habit of putting 
aside his homework in the middle of class and 
bowing his head. "I think he sleeps in class," she 
told the couple. When questioned about the 
accusation, the boy calmly replied, "I don't sleep. 
I just talk to God." 
I dare anyone to find that kind of character 
and spirit in a book of law. 
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LETTEI{S to t!Jc editor 
As many of you are aware, from my attendance 
and the volume of my encouragement to the 
athletes, I am one of the biggest sports fans on 
the Harding campus. I enjoy watching the games, 
and I appreciate very much the work that the 
athletes put into preparing for the competition. 
Whether they win or lose, I want to be there to 
support them as much as possible. The purpose 
of this letter Is to mention some things that are 
bothering me concerning our support of the 
athletes and cheerleaders, as well as our 
sportsmanship. 
This past Monday night's games with Arkansas 
Tech provided great entertainment. Both of our 
teams played excellent games. The support 
shown by the students at the end of the men's 
game was like "old times." It used to be that the 
crowd would be on its feet during any exciting 
part of the game, particularly in the last few 
minutes of a close game. Unfortunately, that's 
hardly ever the case anymore. 
Something else also disturbed me Monday 
night. I am the cheerleader sponsor, and I know 
how hard this group of young ladies is working to 
provide encouragement for the teams and to get 
some response from individuals in the stands. 
Monday night was a very tiring experience for the 
girls. Both games took a lot of energy, since they 
were close all the way and both went into overtinle. 
At a time when they were trying to do something 
for the fans, throwing candy to them, some 
individuals threw the candy back at them, hitting 
a couple of the girls in the head. This not only 
hurt the girls physically and emotionally, but it 
could have caused problems for the team, who 
can be penalized when foreign objects are thrown 
on the court. 
The cheerleaders appreciate so much the 
support of the individuals who really try to do 
what they ask of them. They and the team would 
like more of that and less of the taunting that 
occurs. Trying to rouse some enthusiasm from a 
group is not an easy thing to do. 
In the past, Harding was known as the school 
with the most supportive fans. We still have 
some who do a great job. Let's see if we can 
increase that number and wholly support these 
individuals who put so much time into giving us 
such enjoyment. I would like to ask, though, that 
our enthusiasm be directed in a positive manner 
towards encouraging the teams, not in a negative 
manner in berating the other teams and the 
referees. There are many times when we all 
would like to see different calls made. As 
Christians, though, we have an obligation to 
present ourselves in a different manner than 
non-christians might. So let's be positive and 
represent the teams, Harding and Christ as best 
we can. 
Patty Barrett 
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rnl~LIVING 
Looking at the real Jesus 
our Faith 
by Shannon Smith 
Bfaon columnist 
To me, the thing I like best about Jesus is that he was real. I don't mean real 
in that he actually walked on the earth; I mean real in the way he treated people. 
If I am not careful, I find myself reacting just like the Pharisees did to some of 
Jesus' companions. "Jesus, hanging around prostitutes and sinners? Well, that 
isn't very holy!" In fact, if I had been Jesus' campaign manager, I would have had 
a few serious talks with him about his image. "People are calling you a drunkard, 
Jesus," I would have said. "You need to quit being friends with such shady people; 
after all, you're the Son of God - act like itr 
Amazingly, although Jesus was the holiest, purest man to ever live, the average 
Joe (or should I say Josephus?) felt comfortable around him. It's not like that 
today. (Can you imagine shooting pool with the Pope?) Usually, religious people 
exude such a thick air of "religiosity" that we would be embarrassed if they really 
knew us - if they saw how angry we got at ballgames, if they heard us talk to our 
families, if they knew how we struggled with sexual purity. Somehow, Jesus was 
different. He refused the status of an admired, but aloof, hero, choosing instead 
to be a fellow soldier in the trenches. While still maintaining his holiness and utter 
godliness. he also remained unintimidating to those folks who were used to being 
looked down upon by "the moral elite." 
That is why, when I feel like I can never be good enough, or when I have messed 
up again, or when I catch myself wanting to look down my nose at some "wild 
sinner," I remember Jesus eating at Zacchaeus' house. I see his acceptance as he 
talks with the Samaritan woman. I hear his compassion as he speaks, with firm 
tenderness, into the frightened eyes of the adulterous woman. And I can't help but 
wonder if those imperfect, unlovely, misled friends of Jesus would be shunned by 
many churches today. 
In Sunday School, I was taught to be holy like Jesus, to be pure and right and 
good. And, although these are certainly wonderful attributes to strive for, when 
I read the gospels, another powerful side of Jesus stands out to me. This 
characteristic of Jesus is hard to defme in a word, but the world echoes with 
testimonies of it - testimonies from lepers, prostitutes, murderers and orphans -
regular old imperfect people like you and me. 
rnll SURVEYING our Readers 
The Bison staff asked 112 Harding students the following 
question: 
80 
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Do you think a moment ofsilence should be 
mandated in the public school system? 
Yes No 
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ffiJI ACQUI&.ING New Tastes 
by Bart Blasengame 
Blaon Arta/Enfiiftelnment Edltor 
Two months ago. Tippett would hold his tightly-cropped thatch 
of purple hair in place with a few assorted plastic hair clips. But 
the new year has apparently put a change of color into the crown 
of Tippett. 
Tonight. the ever-scurrying host of Cafe D'roma has topped 
everything off with a puff of cotton candy pink. You notice the 
bright pink right away. because, aside from the moody candles 
that twist and tum and dance at every table. his neon hair is the 
brightest thing in the tiny black trapezoid called Cafe D'roma. 
Described on the menu as ·an espresso bar.~ Cafe D'roma 1s the 
epitome of Litt1e Rock- chic-tiny. dark, overtly hip, and a totally 
unique relief to the blitzlaieg of warm mash fast food that line the 
highways surrounding Searcy. 
The obvious specialty of Cafe D'roma is the art of the bean. But 
this is no mere percolator full of Folger's ctystal black gunk. 
Coffee at the Cafe ·ts done ·many different ways, none of which 
includes the word "boring." Espresso, cappuccino, mocha, even 
espresso floats. are highlights of the menu, each accompanied by 
25 possible flavorings ranging from banana to passion fruit. Add 
to your steamingjava a slice of some of the most delicious desserts 
ever to ~e your_ tongue, and ¥ol:l've g~t quite ~ ~
cru:nl.)~Uon. •~ ". . · · 
A quick rummage tbrougl1 the nostrils, however, will quickly 
point out that coffee and desserts aren't the only smells hovering 
in the tangy air. MMajor Sandwiches" and NHome-Spun Pizza" 
meld deliciously with the rest of the menu to offer a truly well-
rounded adventure in dining. 
But let us not forget what originally drew us Into the dark 
embrace of Cafe D'roma. While food and drink might Indeed be 
enough. what really hooks all those who enter is the entrancing 
atmosphere that is woven by Tippett and company. 
Tippett. dressed in an abundance of black, hands and wrists 
bound In silver rings and ominous bracelets, acts as ringleader, 
dashing back and forth across the black and white checkerboard 
floor, seating and bussing and pumping fists In a never-ending 
fluny of motion. 
If you're flying non-smoking, odds are that your wai.tress will 
be Kimberly, a bubbly, "wispy" soul dressed almost entirely In 
black. Hair in her face, long black ribbon hanging to her 
shoulders. Kimberly adds a helpful smile (and great servicej that 
betray her dark attire. 
And what about the soul who makes the whole show possible? 
What about the coffee "cook?" "He who remains nameless" toils 
tirelessly behind the espresso machine like some demented 
herbal scientist. Without uttering a word, the bean chef, with 
Zen-like calm and long, ink-black barr, crushes and presses 
grounds to the point of perfection. 
The ripe cherty on top of all this Natmosphere" is the art work 
that hangs from the walls. Rotated weekly. the works 
range from paintings and sculptures to tapestries. As 
an added bonus. aU the art is produced entirely by 
local artists and is for sale to anyone with interest. 
Mystical, slightly campy, delicious and always 
interesting, Cafe D'roma opens its doors to those with 
a flare for the dark side of dining. 
~ 
·~ 
New Taninng Hours 
Starting Feb. 1 ! 
Mon.-Thur~~6 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Fri.: 6~.-6p.m. 
' ....... .,. 
Sat.: 9 :a~$1:.,5 p.m. 
Sun.: 12:3!)-6 p.m. 
. t ' 
10% discount on tanning, gifts and 
hair products.tt:? Hlfding Students! 
2930 &cue ~ • 261-6112 
SEARCY 
I_N 
CI~EMA 
·:~ 
·;., 
\'!. :t . I 
$2 Tuesday! 
2933 East Race • 279-3644 
Preaching the gospeL jimmy Allen speaks during the Gospel Meeting 
sponsored by the College Church of Christ. 7be meeting, which bad a strong 
evangelistic message and purpose, drew more than 200 responses tn the 
form of prayer requests and baptisms. 7be meeting has been credited by 
many with bringing a spiritual revival to the Harding campus and the 
Searcy community. Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
Gospel meeting 
draws favorable 
student response 
"The gospel meeting started the 
new school year off right with a spirit of 
revival for both Harding students and 
the Searcy community. It was exciting 
and uplifting to see rededication and 
new births into Christ. I look forward to 
the Student Lectureship and the contin-
ued theme of revival on this campus." 
Denise Pierce 
"The gospel meeting was a great 
opportunity for spiritual growth." 
B. ]. Robertson 
"I think it was a topic we needed to 
discuss- that needed to be discussed. I 
think that they couldn't have picked a 
bett~r person t() gt!t the messag~ ~·" • 
· ' - . · unrra t. ~-# 
~ .. 
"I hadn't seen that much of a revival 
on our campus before. It was wonder-
ful to see God working in people's 
lives." 
Carter Davis 
"I think it's time that Christians be 
held accountable for their God-given 
responsibilities. And Jinuny Allen pre-
sented God's word in a way that moti-
vated Christians to desire the responsi~ 
bility instead of dreading it." 
Leah Mangrum 
"It was good to see the word 
preached so boldy. Jinuny Allen really 
encouraged us all to speak with that 
same boldness." 
Glen McSpadden 
Colds? Allergies? The Flu? 
I have the cure! 
Boyce Arnett, P.D. 
Class of '66 
MEDICAL CENTER·PHARMACY 
"The Students' Pharmacy!" 
Located in Searcy Medical Center • 268-3311 
I 
' 
S1 
Makl 
inner 
to the ,, , , , 
I 
~ 
( 
*I 
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Spring Break campaigns provide service opportunities 
Making a new friend. Tract Busby helps a little girl play a game at the 
inner-city carnival in Little Rock. A spring break campaign wtll minister 
to the same area. Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
Trade Us Your nred, 
Your Poor, 
Your Used co•s ••• 
FREE CD* 
WITH TRADE IN 
OF 5 CD•s 
•up to $15.99 Everyday Price 
Trade-In CO's Must Be Full Length, 
No Scratches,and In Original 
Jewel Box With All Cover Art. 
Trade Subject to hastings Approval. 
books • music • video 
2007 East Race Ave. 
by Cheri McManus plant seeds and water them." This goal 
Bison staff wrltar is accomplished through activities such 
According to Jonathan Camp, chair- as raking leaves, painting, interacting 
man of spring break campaigns, stu- with the homeless and the youth, and 
dents still have time to sign up for a distributing clothes and food. 
campaign team. Campaigns to Hous- Many students who would like to 
ton and Deluth, Minn., and the new take part in a campaign away from 
inner-city campaign in Little Rock, are campus or from their homes may have 
still actively recruiting people to work fears which prevent them from partici-
with them. paring. Camp offers this solution, "We 
The ideal number for each cam- need to get out of [our] comfort zones to 
paign totals 60 to 70 people, and, on the be exposed." 
average, each student needs to raise For potential Little Rock campaign-
$100 to $300 for a spring break cam- ers, Phillips reminds students that in-
paign. The Little Rock campaign is the ner-city campaigns are not dangerous. 
least expensive, requiring only $60 per "They're just poor people without guid-
student. ance and love," he said. Phillips also 
According to Little Rock campaign noted that inner-city residents respond 
leader Chris Phillips, cost and travel are to campaign efforts with acceptance 
twodifferencesamongcampaigns. One and appreciation. Mere curiosity, or 
similarity~ h~wever; rs the need ·.fQT . .. . t~ fact thar the River City ,M.lnistries 
~o~r~ . ,~ p ,._. . t~~·.~~:·~~includesanethnica!ly diversegtoup, 
"Poor people ... oro ken people need· may be the reason for the succe$5. 
Jesus. The reason they don't have Jesus Phillips believes that the ethnic diver-
in their lives is that people aren't telling sity "does a lot to improve the racial 
them," Phillips said. 'Just because relations." 
people are in America doesn't mean Many factors make the Little Rock 
they hear about Jesus." work unique. But to Phillips, the one 
One reason for creating the new factor that makes this effort special is: 
campaign to Little Rock was to compen- "If Jesus were to come back today, he 
sate for the lack of ministries in the would go to the poor, hopeless, dis-
inner-city area. Also, "the need is great, eased and broken. That's where we're 
CO§t is significantly less, and travel is going." 
less," Phillips said. The campaign to Little Rock is only 
Spring break campaigns require one of many opportunities students 
members to work with endurance and may take advantage of. There are a total 
enthusiasm. Despite the limited time of of eight spring break campaigns avail-
the campaigns, a lot of work will be able for students. In addition to those 
accomplished. mentioned earlier, there will also be 
According to Rifle, Colo., campaign groups traveling to Jamaica, Chicago, 
leader Carter Davis, "We (campaigners) New York City and Utica, N.Y. 
You have choices when it comes to 
health care. One of your choices is chiro-
practic. If you haven't tried the natural 
way to feeling good ... it may be time. 
What a great way to start 
this semester/ 
"The road to good 
health does not always 
ne.l to go through a 
thU:ket of drugs q,ad 
pain killers. Isn'l .it 
·.··.time you t~ietl 
0 
'Chiropractic r 
.·~~}.,x .. 
BAINEs CHIROPRACTIC 
CllNIC SpeciGlb:jng in Neroe 
,:-·' '> and _Q.;,• ··.D.;;'I..-L.!J.!.6.-4.!--
. •_,;; . .,. a..7JIIIfllo: ~.U:RUU'""""MH" _•. 
303 ~Center • Searcy,AR 72143 • 2684101 
• 
Events 
at a Glance 
On Campus 
• .~aret Haley's seniqr 
art .. sbow will be oQ display 
in the Stevens A¢ Gall.ery 
until Feb. 3. 
• Ttwre will be a.t;1 int.roduc· 
tion to the.Bradrett ._,ibrary 
for n~w stlldents on ·Feb. 2. 
See Ann:Hobbyfor detilils. 
• ~"iiltries for .thO. Jo Cle"-" • . - ·wm ' c~lc 
' ~;, ,., ... 0 ?& ..... m: 
~.opento~mgruAI.-_.,.1 
versiry and AOOdemy ·stu• 
dentS., must be turned in to 
the English deplifl:me~t by 
Feb. 10. Entries will be 
judged in five separate cal· 
egomes: fiction, children's 
litet:ature, ~ssay, poetry and 
miscellilneous-. 
• ''fbe River Wild" wiU be 
J 
st}:owing at the Benson:Au-
ditarium 'this wetkend at 
?tOO ~nd ' 9:30 on Fnday 
M nfght and f11 s:oo Sarorday: 
ni@tt. Admission is $2. 
•The FilmSIUQies Associa-
tion wjJl Show ''Cllarqde," 
st¥ring Audrey Hepburn 
and Gary G.raot, at7 o'clock 
ton~gh~ i.n,Mabee 218. 
• The SccibbleJE Croati ve 
Wri.~ng group !"ill host a 
·poetry readmg on Feb. 16. 
Anyone intere~ted iQ read,.. 
i,ng h.i,s or her owo otig_inal 
wo.dr !;hould contaat Dr. 
Job]} Williams by Feb. '2. 
Little Rock 
· ~'PautRotte.rdaJn: AD~w~ . 
lo_l8'~etrospective will be~\'\.~ 
• C '.b... '(_ '~ I 1 disp,a.yatwe.Arkansas · , ' . t ..,.. 
Ceoter~through ~h ..1.:1 
T1,te show ~· an ~plorati~:» _ 
of spicJtual themes and ~ 
~ so~ S,t;n,~ggle. 
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N.C.A. accreditation team 
conducts on-site evaluation 
by Heather Allison 
Bison staff writer 
Harding has just completed its 
once-every-10-year evaluation for ac-
creditation, and the six-member North 
Central Association (N.C.A.) accredi-
tation team has concluded its on-site 
visit, which took place Monday, Tues-
day and Wednesday. Although the 
team took only a few days to look 
Harding over, this was actually the final 
stage of a much longer process. 
fessors they wanted to interview per-
sonally. 
The six team members who visited 
Harding came from various colleges 
and universities across the United States. 
Most were administrators from schools 
with a religious affiliation. 
One of the team members, a first-
time evaluator with North Central, was 
from Grand Canyon University in Phoe-
nix, Ariz. Although her main job there 
is administrative, she has also taught 
some graduate classes. Before taking 
part in the accreditation evaluation, 
she was required to attend a seminar 
to learn what to look for during their 
school visits. 
The evaluation process, which hap-
pens at every accredited school, is re-
quired every 10 years. Schools are 
.observed to assure that they are fol-
lowing all of the requirements de-
manded by the accrediting organiza-
tion. As a part of the process, a team of 
faculty members from other schools 
across the United States came to 
Harding for a personal look at the 
school and its work. 
Her reaction to Harding was posi-
tive. She said she really liked the cam-
pus and thought it was a pretty school. 
She also said she liked the way Harding 
gives students "hands-on" opportuni-
ties inside and outside the classroom. 
She said that Harding is different from 
Grand Canyon University in that 
Grand Canyon is mainly a commuter 
school which houses only about one-
third of its students. The major simi-
larity she found between Harding and 
Grand Canyon was a religious affilia-
tion; Grand Canyon is affiliated with 
Southern Baptist churches. 
'Soon Ah wtll be done.' University Singers presents a special chapel program. Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
Before the North Central team visit, 
however, university officials pulled 
together a host of information and 
materials during a self-study phase. 
North Central Association headquar-
ters in Chicago sent an extensive list of 
requirements, and Dr. Neale Pryor, 
vice president for academic affairs, was 
responsible for having everything or-
ganized and ready for the team's visit. 
The process began in the summer 
of 1993 as each school and department 
prepared detailed materials outlining 
its part in the overall mission of the 
university, its recommendations for ef-
fective assessment, and its curriculum 
requirements. Each also gathered sta-
tistics regarding budget, number of 
majors and minors, and number of 
faculty members. Each department 
wrote its own section, and a team of 
five faculty members compiled the in-
formation into a single volume which 
was sent to the N.C.A. headquarters 
last October. 
The team directed its work from 
the Heritage room in the American 
Heritage building. Although they had 
all the school files at their disposal, 
members were not looking for any-
thing specific. When they evaluate a 
university, they look at everything. 
Each team member, however, did have 
specific goals concerning which pro-
Frozen Delite! 
2030 S. Benton 268-4732 
• Special: 
footlong, fries and 
a drink- $3.05 
Mon.- Thurs. 10:15 a.m.- 10:15 p.m. 
Fri.- Sat. 10:15 a.m.-11:15 p.m. 
Sun. noon - 9:30 p.m. 
University Singers provide unique_ outlet 
Results of the evaluation are ex-
pected to arrive in June. If all of the 
requirements of the evaluation pro-
cess were met, Harding's education 
program will be accredited for another 
10 years. 
.. ·., ... -~ · 
........ 
University Singers (Singers) con-
sists of people from various clubs, 
home towns, classifications and ma-
jors "who come together to share time 
praising God with their voices," ac-
cording to Tae Paden, president. 
A volunteer chorus which is open 
to anyone, the 85-member group is 
being directed this semester by Dr. 
Kenneth Davis Jr., former director of 
the university's a cappella chorus. Dr. 
Cliff Ganus III, who is teaching at HUF 
this semester, initiated the group seven 
years ago to provide opportunity for 
students who enjoy singing but are less 
Student Financing! 
A free appraisal with every diamond purchase. 
Let us help you with this exciting occasion! 
1;;a's G"Old 
Gin Creek fine jewelry 1545 E. Race 
Searcy 
performance oriented than most select 
choral groups. Auditions are con-
ducted for voice placement only. Par-
ticipation in the group is less time con-
suming than in traditional choruses 
because rehearsals are only twice each 
week and Singers presents fewer pro-
grams than other groups. 
In addition to local performances, 
Singers took a Christmas break tour to 
churches in Arkansas, Missouri and 
Alabama and participated in the Chris-
tian College Choral Festival this month. 
"Our connection is that we love to 
get together and sing praises to God," 
Paden said. 
-X:ARAMARK ~ 
BURGER ARAMARK CORPORATION 
CAMPUS DINING SERVICES KING -. 
Get your burgers worth! 
,----------------, 
1 FREE small coke with the purchase of a 1 
I Burger King Hamburger or Cheeseburger! I 
I Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be used I with o~><r GOI<f'OCIS or offer:1, Bxp\ros Febnwy 28, 1995. Good only at Harding University 
LB~t~ ~~d~orc~blbited hy I:_ ______ _ _ _j 
Avanti 
Coffee 
Shop 
Mon.-Fri. 8:00a.m.-
1:00 p.m. 
Serving: flavored cappuccino, gourmet coffee, 
hot chocolate and biscotti. 
~ 
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Bisons wake up in ti01e to edge Wonderboys 
by Blane Covert 
Bison stall writer 
The Bisons rallied back from a 20-6 
first-half deficit and edged the Arkan-
;;as Tech Wonderboys 66-60 in over-
time Monday night at the Ganus Ath-
letic Center. Bison center Sigmond 
Donelson collected 24 points and 12 
rebounds in the win. jason Cooper 
and Brad Daughtry each chipped in 13 
points for Harding. 
Early in the game, a series of missed 
shots by both teams kept the 
conmpetition relatively even, but 
Wonderboy Chad Keaster's three-point 
shooting spree earned Tech an 11-5 
lead midway through the first period. 
Following a questionable goaltending 
r:all against the Bisons, Keasler nailed 
his fourth three-pointer, putting Tech 
up 20-6. 
Refusing to let Tech put the game 
out of reach, Harding came alive late 
in the period and went on a 13-2 run, 
capped by a Daughtry three-pointer 
that cut the Wonderboy lead to 5 and 
sent the crowd of 500 into a raging 
frenzy. The game see-sawed to a 29-23 
Tech advantage at the half. 
The Bisons and the Wonderboys 
resumed play and continued their see-
saw battle until Donelson tied the game 
3t 34 with 15 minutes left to play. Three 
minutes later, Harding grabbed its first 
lead, as Donelson added another bas-
~et. Cooper extended the Bison lead to 
4 at the 10-minute mark. Keaster hit 
his fifth three-pointer of the night for 
the Wonderboys to knot the game at 47 
one minute later. Donelson responded 
Settln' up the "D." Cliff Miller moves in to guard Tech's Kirk Guntenborg as teammates Kennedy Polidor( right) 
and].]. Brown ta'ke their positions. Strong defensive play led to a low-scoring game, with the Bisons coming back 
from a slow start to win 66-60 in overtime. Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
with six unanswered Bison points, but 
the Wonderboys refused to relent, con-
verting a three-point play and draining 
Harding Cleaners 
Keep the money 
in the family-
the Harding Family! 
• 10% discount to Harding students and faculty 
• $4.50 Suit Special! 
Conveniently located at the south side of campus on East Park Ave • 279-4247 • M-F 7:00-5:30 
another three-pointer to level things at 
53. Regulation ended with the teams 
deadlocked at 55, and they headed to 
overtime. Cooper and Daughtry opened 
up a 63-57lead for the Bisons, and they 
held on for a 66-60 victory. 
"It was a great win, a true team 
victory," Coach Jeff Morgan said, add-
ing that the Bisons "really appreciate 
and feed off of the crowd." Morgan 
also complimented Arkansas Tech's hard 
play. 
The Bisons moved to 13-5 overall 
and 4-2 in conference action with the 
win. Harding takes on the University 
of Arkansas at Monticello Boll Weevils 
Monday night at the Ganus Athletic 
Center at 7:45. 
~ . ./f£arried.9  , .;..:. ~- .., ... 
cp;b tXl/7/ h 0 lA, .1 -.t2l_~~ r~ -, 
, CAAfcr .!: · :~ ' ..._ . 
;. . ,· p. : . 
Yet mr tx<y-(}(t/'- rPed~11 ?· :' tttw~ .. =· . .=-~:,::. 
/};wflation/ (JrHMLtlta/1/-1'. 
. . 
' .. :~ 
HARDING PRESS 
500 South Remington 
Searcy, Arkansas 
279-4341 
u ~-~ :0-
'SportS · :~ " " 
at a Glance 
1\ 
' NCAA Mensdop Five 
j: 
1. MMsachusettS 
2. Connecticut 
~. Nof1t! Caro'lina 
, 4, UCLA 
5. KeotlJtky 
NC"# Women'$ Top 1:ive 
I' 1. Connecticut 
'2. Tennessee 
"3.- Nprt.tf Carolina 
4. ~J.anf0{9 
5. Colorado 
Best Postseason Records 
NFL Team Rec. 
Green Bay 14-7 
' San FranciSco 20.Jl l 
Dallas 28-18 
Washitfgton 21-14 
Pittsburrgh '17-12 
Prof~signaJ Sports and 
l'hei ~ $alarie§ 
AVR. 1'~ Pa,vroll 
NFL 
Baseball 
NBA 
NFL 
Baseball 
NBA 
$32.2'mll lion 
$31.7 million 
522.5 million 
Avg. Contract· 
$610,000 
.$1 .27 mi!Uo~ 
$1.87 million 
Club Sports Winners in 
BasketbaU 
Ladies: --. -
Zeta Rho A& B 
Ju GojuA&C 
Delta Gamma Rho A 
G'ATA A 
Chi Omeg~ Phi A 
Sigma Phi A 
OEGEA 
Regina A & B 
KoJo Kai C2 
Kappa Gamma Epsilon A .. 
Men's reams teft in the 
vt.·inners' bracket: 
Kappa Tau Omega A & E 
Semlnoles A,B,C,D;E & F 
' Kappa S~grna Kappa B 
Titans 0 ,it, &. F2 
TI1eta Tau Delta: A & D 
K.nlghrs ,H,C & £2,, 
Pi Kappil EpsilQn 
B;C~D,El & E2 
DeJ.ra Chi Delta D 
Galaxy A 
Chi Sirona Mpha El 
Alpha Gamma Omega A 
Sipma ::a~2Sia!lla :Ql"& 2 
:::.·: .. 
.... 
y 
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Bison Sports Challenge 
Faculty Picker for this week : Coach Jeff Morgan 
NBA Games 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
D 
[J 
D 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
D 
[J 
[J 
Milwaukee at Orlando 
Golden State at Chicago 
Sacramento ~t ~ 
Phoenix ~~New.,Y,,0rk 
New J~~·~Y .at "P~:; . 
MJru_t):i, ~~l>etto~ .#-t/i' · 
L.A. 1"-'1-'e)("·at ~ttl. ~ .,..._-" 'f :,11' 
Mlnnesc.>ra at Ho1J$£0n 
~lti#e af At~~,infa '} 
Pb.i.laclelpbla ~t (p~la!J'ii~ , 
) ;,.&; . ~ .. 
NHL.Games 
Flodda ~t Baitfol'd 
.pdgary at To'r.onlo 
Chicago at Los Angeles 
Boston at Philadelphia 
N.Y. Rangers at Quebec 
11 ~Pittsburgh at Washington 
Edmonton at Detroit 
paUas at ~-J.o~ 
Vancouver at St, Lou.i.s 
Tampa Bay at N.Y. Isbp.ui_ers 
Super Bowl XXIX 
San Franc.isco or San Diego 
Super Bowl Matn of Victory 
0-5 points or -10 points 
11-15 points or 16-20 points 
21-25 points or 26+ points 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
D 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
[J 
This is a chance for you, the Harding student, to battle wits with a faculty 
member and be eligible for a great prize at the same time. The rules are simple: 
look at the faculty favorite denoted by the team in bold and then pick your 
favorite by filling in the appropriate box. The person with the highest score 
above that of the faculty member wins. In case of a tie, you are entered into a 
drawing. Cut out the entire entry sheet and drop it in the Bison Sports 
Challenge box at the Campus Mail window before Friday midnight. HAVE FUN! 
Name 
Phone Box# ___ _ 
Last Challenge's results: 
Kevin Klein 13 of 18 
Winner: Jay Hall 16 of 19 
Grand Prize 
One Medium Pizza 
and a 
Six-pack of Coke 
L------~------------~ 
You are Invited to the senior voice recital of 
Heather McGlaughlin, soprano 
"Heather has a very powerful, expressive voice. However, 
her primary concern is that God always be glorified when 
she sings." --Neva J. White, Associate Professor of Music 
"The department is proud of the significant progress she has 
made. Her voice has a quality that appeals to all listeners." 
--Arthur L. Shearin, Chairman of Music Department 
Thursday, February 2, 1995 
7:30p.m. at Administration Auditorium 
Lady Bisons suffer first AIC defeat 
by Jill Shirey 
Bison staff writer 
The Lady Bisons were handed their 
first defeat of the AIC basketball sea-
son Monday night against Arkansas 
Tech, when the Suns won 76-72 in a 
nail-biting overtime. 
Harding stayed with sixth-ranked 
Tech for most of the game, thanks in 
large part to the play of Angie Fouts. 
Fouts led the Harding arsenal on the 
scoreboard and on the boards, scoring 
25 points and pulling down 14 re-
bounds. Guard]ama Fullerton also con-
tributed to the point total with 18. 
Despite the efforts of both Fouts 
and Fullerton, and the lead Harding 
carried throughout the game, the Lady 
Bisons were unable to execute when 
they had to. 
"The last two minutes of the game 
and during overtime, defensively, we 
let them get the ball down on the block, 
and that's one thing we can't do," 
Coach Greg Hamden said of the girls' 
loss. 
Tallln'lt ln. Forward Ctndy Camp drives to the basket during the Lady 
Bisons'first conference loss of the season. Photo by Nathan Ironside. 
Another contributing factor to the 
loss was the inability to defend Tech's 
Heather Campbell, who led both teams 
offensively with 27 points. 
"Cam [Campbell] killed us late in 
the game. We didn't do a good job of 
shutting her down," Hamden said. 
He also expressed concern over the 
disappointing shooting from the free 
throw line. Harding, while leading the 
nation in free thrc w shooting, made 
only 15 of 23 from the charity stripe. 
Harnden was pleased with the 
Lady Bisons' ability to play well, even 
in the absence of Mandy Cox, one of 
the nation's leading three-point shoot-
ers. The freshman guard has been sit-
ting out due to knee problems after an 
Show Us What 
Youve Got! 
TACO 
BELL: 
presents the 
HAUTIMESHOOTOUT 
during the Harding Bison 
home basketball games. 
injury in a game last week. Cox's date 
of return is uncertain, and surgery ap-
pears probable. 
The loss ends the Lady Bisons' run 
at perfection and drops their confer-
ence mark to 5-1. 
The Lady Bisons' next scheduled 
home game is Monday night against 
the University of Arkansas at 
Monticello. Tip-off time is 5:45. 
Contestants sign-up 
before the 
Half-court- $150.00 
(Donated by TACO BELL® 
and Coach Morgan) 
game with two names to be 
drawn at halftime. C'MON •.• 
GIVEn-A SHOT! 
